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The School of Nursing in the College of Health Sciences at the University of Delaware is pleased to offer a 
postdoctoral research fellowship for early-career nurse scientists. The position is funded by the Jeanne K. 
Buxbaum Endowment in Gerontological Nursing. The successful applicant will work collaboratively with 
School of Nursing and University-wide aging-focused researchers. Areas of research include, but are not limited 
to, symptom management, cognitive function, physical activity, mobility and falls, aging-in-place, sensor 
technology, health disparities, and community-engaged research.  
 
This post-doctoral position provides opportunities for presentations, authorship of research manuscripts, 
mentorship support, and career development arising from this work. Career development training in the areas of 
responsible conduct of research, grant preparation, data management, research dissemination, and faculty role 
preparation will be emphasized. Research projects may include both observational and experimental studies.  
 
The fellowship appointment is for a 12-month period, with the potential for reappointment based on trainee 
progress. The fellowship requires full-time research training.  
 
QUALIFICATIONS:  
• Doctoral degree (PhD) in gerontology, nursing, public health, or other related disciplines within the past 

three years 
• Licensed as a registered nurse in the U.S.  
• Experience in manuscript preparation and grant proposals  
• Self-motivated, detail-oriented, responsible, and team-oriented with excellent interpersonal and 

communication skills and the ability to synthesize literature 
 
TO APPLY: Applicants should upload a cover letter, curriculum vitae, statement of research and career 
objectives, and contact information for three references at http://www.udel.edu/udjobs/. The start date is 
negotiable, on or after September 1, 2018. Salary is commensurate with research experience and accomplishments 
following NIH guidelines. For information contact Lorraine J. Phillips, PhD, RN, FAAN, Search Committee 
Chair, via email: ljphil@udel.edu.  

 

The University of Delaware is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and Title IX institution. For the 
University’s complete non-discrimination statement, please visit www.udel.edu/aboutus/legalnotices.html. 
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